
Now
We’re
Talkin’

Download this packet or book a training session: 

talktometechnologies.com

Beginner, intermediate and advanced lesson 
plans for emergent communicators

1.0
PlayPlay



Helpful
Tips

If the child initially appears distracted or 

overwhelmed by the number of buttons on a 

page, consider using the Hide feature. With the 

Hide feature, you can remove buttons without 

deleting them. You can then Unhide buttons 

quickly and easily as familiarity with symbols 

increases. This allows symbols to be added easily, 

all while keeping the previously learned buttons in 

the same locations so motor memory is retained.

HIDE/UNHIDE

One of the best ways to support children is to 

model use of their device. Children learn through 

demonstration, so it is important to 

simultaneously speak your message and select 

the corresponding symbols on their device to 

support their learning. Children hear spoken 

words many times before they speak the words 

themselves, and the same applies to using new 

symbols on their device.

MODEL

Start with providing a high level of support, and as 

the child starts to become more independent, you 

can decrease the level of support provided. This 

gives them immediate success and shows them 

communication can be quick and easy by 

selecting the target symbols. Start with cues such 

as gesturing or pointing towards the button on 

the screen without actually selecting it. Slowly 

decrease the amount of cueing by verbally 

saying, “use your device to tell me [target word].”

CUES

Consider demonstrating expanded phrases and 

sentences using the device just as you would with 

spoken language. If they reply with a single word, 

model on the device an expanded version. For 

example, if the child says, “help,” you might affirm 

their response, but also expand it by modeling on 

the device to say, “I need help.”

EXPAND
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Intermediate

Repetition of the same 

word/phrase will help the 

child learn where important 

vocabulary is located on the 

device and remember where 

they are for future use.

Add and expand to 

create words/phrases 

that can easily be 

generalized into any 

setting. Follow the 

lesson plan below to 

teach the child where the 

symbols are located.

Consider expanding to full 

sentences by combining 

multiple words/phrases 

together. Encourage the 

child to create their own 

messages! 

Beginner Advanced Example

Use the script below to practice target words using vocabulary sets found on the speech-generating 

device. Provide parents and caregivers with the Home Activity sheet included with each unique 

lesson. These combined strategies will help children generalize the use of the target words across 

different environments and settings. Use the Data Tracking sheet to document examples of use and 

progress within sessions.
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An example activity is provided 

to get you started. You can 

swap any type of item or 

activity in its place. The 

example uses the Beginner 

target words, but substitute any 

of the levels into the example to 

meet the child's needs.

Target Word(s)

Offer the child different activities (soccer, 

jump rope, swing). They can use their 

device to say they want “that” activity.

Before starting an activity (ball, swing, 

running), have the child initiate the activity 

by using their device to say, “go.”

Ask the child if they are having fun or if 

they like the activity. They can respond by 

using their device to say, “like.”

Give the child options, and ask them to 

choose an activity. Assist them in using 

their device to say, “ball.”

Play with a ball, and have the child use 

their device to say, “my turn,” before 

passing them the ball.

Ask the child how they feel when they play. 

They can respond by using their device to 

say, “happy.”

that

go

like

want that

I/you go

like that

I want that

I/you go please

he/she/you/
I like that

ball

my turn

happy

play ball

my turn please

I feel happy

I want to 
play ball

This is fun!
My turn please

I like it!
I feel happy

1.0
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Date Target Word(s) Cue Notes

Child Name

Beginner Intermediate Advanced Core Phrase

Data Tracking
Check the boxes that apply to the lesson plan that was 
practiced. Make note of the target word(s) as well as the cues 
provided to support the child’s communication: (M)odeling, 
(P)oint/gesture, (V)erbal or (I)ndependent cues.
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Now We’re Talkin’
Home Activities

(e.g. Model, Gesture/point, Verbal, Independent)

Recommended Cues:

Child Name:

Activity ideas:

Directing

Requesting

Commenting

Questioning

Rejecting

Note other activities and messages:

To be a successful communicator, your child should practice using their speech-generating device at home. Check 

off the list of activities below to help your child become familiar and comfortable with communicating in various 

situations. After that, get creative and make note of unique activities that are more specialized to your child’s goals, 

needs and wants!

1.0
PlayPlay

Before your child starts playing on the 

slide or swing, say, “ready, set…” Leave 

a pause to encourage your child to reply, 

“go!” on their device before playing.

Support your child in selecting the 

activity by using their device to say, 

“want that,” or selecting the activity they 

would like to play.

Choose a sport or activity your child 

prefers. Support them in sharing how 

they feel while playing by using the 

communication device to say, “I like 

that,” or “more.”

Play hide-and-seek, and your child can 

use their device to ask, “where?” as they 

are searching for a friend. Model, “look!” 

and point them in the direction of their 

friend.

Choose a sport or activity your child 

does not prefer, and encourage them to 

use their device to let you know if they 

“don’t like” it.



Now We’re Talkin’
Home Activities
Nurture your child’s confidence with their device at home 
by practicing skills and building on the communication 
activities they're learning in speech therapy. Support 
your child in sharing their voice at home by using the 
following tips to build on skills they are working on 
with their speech-language pathologist.

If your child seems overwhelmed or distracted by the number of words/phrases available on the screen, contact their speech 

therapist. They may consider hiding symbols on the page to better support your child's success!

Model
Touch the symbol yourself during these activities to demonstrate to your child where it is and how to use it. Try 

using new symbols while you are talking to show them how additional symbols can be used. For example, when 

reading the word “look” in a book, press “look” on the device simultaneously so that your child can see different 

symbols being used. You can also model using the device during parallel play. If your child is playing with cars, say 

and select the symbols for “go” and “stop” to describe how you and your child are playing with the cars.

Expand
If your child communicates, “Help,” on the device, provide assistance to acknowledge their successful 

communication with the device. Then it is helpful to use the device to say, “Thank you for telling me, ‘I need help,’” 

and select all of the symbols to show the expanded sentence.

Guide
When getting started using the communication device, guidance and prompting may be needed. This allows your 

child to be successful instantly, and learn that communication can be quick and easy by selecting the desired 

symbols to share their messages. For example, you might start by pointing to a desired symbol within an activity 

and verbally encouraging your child to select that word or phrase. From there, support is decreased as your child 

learns where the previously prompted messages are and gains confidence using the device.

Repeat
Children learn a language by immersing themselves and hearing constant examples of how words are said and 

used. Children are not expected to start speaking single words until they have heard their language being modeled 

for an entire year. Using the device as you repeatedly say and model messages on the device will support your 

child in using the device with increased independence as quickly as possible!
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